Although computer graphics uses measured view and illumination dependent data to achieve realistic digital reproduction of realworld material properties, the extent of their utilization is currently limited by a complicated acquisition process. Due to the high dimensionality of such data, the acquisition process is demanding on time and resources. Proposed is a method of approximate reconstruction of the data from a very sparse dataset, obtained quickly using inexpensive hardware. This method does not impose any restrictions on input datasets and can handle anisotropic, non-reciprocal view and illumination direction-dependent data. The method's performance was tested on a number of isotropic and anisotropic apparent BRDFs, and the results were encouraging. The method performs better than the uniform sampling of a comparable sample count and has three main benefits: the sparse data acquisition can be done quickly using inexpensive hardware, the measured material does not need to be extracted or removed from its environment, and the entire process of data reconstruction from the sparse samples is quick and reliable. Finally, the ease of sparse dataset acquisition was verified in measurement experiments with three materials, using a simple setup of a consumer camera and a single LED light. The proposed method has also shown promising performance when applied to sparse measurement and reconstruction of BTFs, mainly for samples with a lower surface height variation. Our approach demonstrates solid performance across a wide range of view and illumination dependent datasets, therefore creating a new opportunity for development of time and cost-effective portable acquisition setups.
ual color/spectral channels separately, the ABRDF can be rep- 
Main contributions of this paper:
• a reconstruction method of the entire anisotropic ABRDF space from less than two hundred sparsely measured samples • a practically verified novel method for intuitive and fast ABRDF acquisition and reconstruction using a consumer camera and LED light in under 10 minutes.
38
Main features of the proposed method:
• a correct reconstruction of non-reciprocal, energy nonconserving ABRDF data • an arbitrarily dense sampling of specular highlights, without increasing measurement time • no need for lengthy measurement using a dedicated and expensive measurement setup • not necessary to process or extract the measured sample from its environment • contrary to analytical BRDF models, this method requires neither a lengthy fitting procedure nor guessing at initialization values.
Prior Work

48
The proposed work relates to methods of BRDF or SVBRDF 49 acquisition and interpolation from sparse samples.
50
Such data were initially captured by setups based on go-51 nioreflectometers realizing a required four mechanical degrees 52 of freedom (DOF) of camera/light/sample movement [12] , [29] .
53
Because measurement times were too long, setups were used 54 which reduced the required number of DOF using parabolic 
140
A principle of the proposed method [7] is explained in Fig. 3 .
141
First, the material's ABRDF ( Fig. 3-a) is sparsely measured in (Fig. 3-c) , and lastly the remaining values at 145 non-measured elevations are interpolated ( Fig. 3-d) . 
Acquisition of Slices
147
Because one of our major concerns is the simplicity and In principle, the slices are, for a majority of the materials, or- ple (see Fig. 14-right) ). We focused first on analysis of the ABRDF subspace hav- 
191
For experimental purposes the slices can be taken from the 192 measured ABRDF (Fig. 5-a) as
Reconstruction from slices
194
ABRDF toroidal subspace reconstruction is performed for the sum of slices in our reconstruction procedure: 
14.0 / 20.9 / 21.7 9.6 / 12.2 / 26.5
Figure 6: Original subspace (a), and its reconstructions using product of slices (b) and sum of slices (c). Below are the difference values in:
Note that the original azimuths ϕ i , ϕ v had to be rotated for value v is mapped to a dynamic range of original slices
Since the axial slice always has a constant value for isotropic 213 samples, the slices do not have to be combined and reconstruc-214 tion can be performed using the diagonal slice alone as 
237
The lower elevation angles were decreased to
(the second best choice from Fig. 8 Step 1
Step 2 
292
The results in Fig. 11 show the major visual differences be- environments.
295
We also tested modification of this step-wise interpolation 296 of subspaces (Fig. 9) 
Results of Simulated Measurement
314
In this section we show results of sparse reconstruction ex- 
325
In the first experiment, we tested our method on reconstruc- (Fig. 15-a) . To achieve the re- tion Fig. 15-c) . Because of this, we first calibrated the camera
456
[31]. Unfortunately, the used low-end camera adapts its expo-457 sure depending on the amount of light coming from the scene.
458
On the other hand, this feature enables us to capture as much and its reference measurements.
468
Subsequent processing was then performed for each image. 
485
When all of the selected images were processed in this way 486 and data for all eight slices were obtained, the ABRDF space re-487 construction described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 was performed. 
Results
526
Renderings of the original data with results of the proposed have a wide range of surface height variation, e.g., corduroy 541 and Lego samples shown in Fig. 21 
